Trail Guys Hiking Puzzle Challenge

INSTRUCTIONS

Every Trail Guy has a letter near him. Every Trail Guy has a distinctive torso. On the bottom of this page there are three words written in Trail Guy code. Find the Trail Guys, decode the three words, and figure out the fourth word, which is the answer to the question “What are all of the others?”

- The first word is easy to find. Just 6 letters. They are near the circles on the map. Modest hike.

- The second word has 9 letters. They are near the hexagons on the map. Solid hike to find all 9.

- The third word has 6 letters. They are near the diamonds on the map. Long hike or multiple hikes.

When you know all four words, submit them in an email to info@midcoastconservancy.org. Be sure to submit your answer by November 1, 2020 for your chance to win a free overnight at HVNC!